
With: Fiona ReynoldsWith: Fiona ReynoldsWith: Fiona ReynoldsWith: Fiona Reynolds    
Fiona started making jewellery while     Fiona started making jewellery while     Fiona started making jewellery while     Fiona started making jewellery while     
receiving treatment for her cancer.receiving treatment for her cancer.receiving treatment for her cancer.receiving treatment for her cancer.    

Tuesday 
18th June 2013 

11am—12:15 
PRESTBURY METHODIST CHURCH 
Macclesfield Road, Prestbury 

She says: “She says: “She says: “She says: “I found being able to be do something creative I found being able to be do something creative I found being able to be do something creative I found being able to be do something creative 
with quick results very therapeutic . This has since developed with quick results very therapeutic . This has since developed with quick results very therapeutic . This has since developed with quick results very therapeutic . This has since developed 

into a hobby which I would like to share this with others  into a hobby which I would like to share this with others  into a hobby which I would like to share this with others  into a hobby which I would like to share this with others  
going through a similar experience. going through a similar experience. going through a similar experience. going through a similar experience.     It can be a great boost It can be a great boost It can be a great boost It can be a great boost 

to be able to make something for yourself, or as a thank you to be able to make something for yourself, or as a thank you to be able to make something for yourself, or as a thank you to be able to make something for yourself, or as a thank you 
for someone who has been a support. “for someone who has been a support. “for someone who has been a support. “for someone who has been a support. “    

OUR AIM 
 

♦ We aim to provide friendship, help, information and support, and a 
range of complementary therapies for our visitors.  

 

♦ We aspire to be inclusive of those who may be living with cancer or 
who are in remission, whatever your beliefs. 

  
♦  We also welcome family, friends and carers who are supporting you, 

as we recognise that they too may need support. 

BOOK YOUR PLACE 

Tel. No.: 07981 899526 
Email: macchelp@googlemail.com 

Web: www.macclesfieldcancerhelp.com  

Examples of what you Examples of what you Examples of what you Examples of what you 
could make at the        could make at the        could make at the        could make at the        
workshop: workshop: workshop: workshop:     


